To,

(i) All the State Apprenticeship Advisors dealing with Apprenticeship Training Scheme.

(ii) The Regional Directors of Apprenticeship Training- Kanpur, Chennai, Mumbai, Kolkata, Faridabad and Hyderabad.

Subject:- Conduct of 107th AITT under ATS to be held in May, 2018- regarding.

Sir,

Please refer to this office letter of even no. dated 23.03.2018 regarding schedule of All India Trade Test (AITT) under Apprenticeship Training Scheme (ATS) to be conducted from 02.05.2018 to 11.05.2018. In this reference, as you are aware that from November, 2017 onwards Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) type paper of Trade Theory, Employability Skills and Workshop Calculation & Science are being conducted online and subjective type paper of Engineering Drawing and trade Practical in offline mode as per prevailing practice.

For online conduct of theoretical exams, the apprentices including ex-failed apprentices eligible to appear in May, 2018 exam, has to be registered in online exam portal by the concern establishment/ State Directorate (State Apprenticeship Adviser). The registration of examinee on online exam portal is mandatory, because from November, 2017 onwards there is no option for any offline exam for theoretical papers for any apprentices.

Following categories of apprentices are permitted to appear in 107th AITT under ATS to be held in May, 2018:-

(i) Apprentices failed in 106th AITT or earlier AITT and registered through offline mode (old prevailing practice).

(ii) Apprentices failed in 106th AITT and registered on apprenticeship portal.

(iii) Apprentices whose contracts are registered offline and could not be uploaded on portal through legacy upload.

(iv) Apprentices having their basic qualification in CoE trades and completed their training.

(v) Apprentices who could not appear in 106th AITT due to any reason.

(vi) Any other Act apprentice whose records are not available on apprenticeship portal.

Issue of Hall Tickets:-

(i) Two hall tickets shall be issued for this examination. One hall ticket from http://dgt.cbtexam.in, for the papers Trade Theory, Workshop Calculation & Science and Employability Skills and another Hall Ticket for the papers Engineering Drawing and Practical.
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(ii) Hall tickets for appearing in online exam will be provided through online exam portal from 02.05.2018 onwards and will be issued by concerned establishments. However, individual apprentices can also download the hall ticket from online exam portal http://dgt.cbtexam.in.

(iii) The hall ticket for online examination papers of the candidates whose records are not available on the apprenticeship portal must be attested by the concerned apprenticeship advisor / authorized person of concern PSUs or Establishment having in house Basic Training Centre (BTC) facility. Attestation must have name of Official, Seal and Signature with Date.

(iv) The hall ticket for offline examination papers (i.e. Engineering Drawing and Practical) shall be issued by concerned apprenticeship advisors / authorized person of PSUs or Establishment having in house Basic Training Centre (BTC) facility. Attestation must have Name of Official, Seal and Signature with Date.

(v) No examinee will be allowed to enter the examination hall without a valid hall ticket.

(vi) Examinee must also carry a valid photo ID card preferably issued by a Govt. agency.

The exam of theoretical subject (Trade Theory, Employability Skills and W/Sh. Calculation & Science) will be conducted online with MCQs and the trainee has to attend this exam on computer at examination centre provided by the agency selected by DGT.

The mock test practice sessions will be made available for apprentices on online exam website for prior practice from 02.05.2018 onwards.

However, all the arrangements for subjective papers (Engineering Drawing and Practical) like examination centres, sitting arrangements, supply of raw material, appointment of Practical examiner, supply of drawing sheets & evaluation of engineering drawing exam’s answer sheets shall be carried out by the respective State Apprenticeship Advisor/RDATs. The exam centre should be set up only in PSUs / Establishment having in house Basic Training Centre (BTC) facility and Govt. ITIs.

In view of above, you are requested to direct the industries to register all the eligible apprentices in online exam portal http://dgt.cbtexam.in to enable them to appear in 107th AITT under ATS to be held in May, 2018 and get hall ticket for theory subject from online exam Portal. Hall ticket generated from any other sources will not be acceptable for online exam.

Yours faithfully

(K. Singh)
Deputy Director of Training
For Director (TTC)